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Why are you
in college?
To reply, please use
Poll Everywhere:
•Text to 37607 and type
the text message
sarahgrison419
•OR get the app then
type in sarahgrison419
•OR go to
PollEv.com/sarahgrison419

•Then type your answer
to the poll!

Today we will discuss how you
can use psychology to help you
meet your goals!
Please feel free to take
notes on your activity sheet!

Mind Hacks:
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and Succeed in College
Sarah Grison, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Psychology & Student Success
sgrison@parkland.edu
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How did I get to be here at your college?

What are our goals for today?
Discover how a growth mindset
can help you meet your goals
Learn how psychology can help
you hack your mind and
improve your abilities
Discuss ways to cultivate a
growth mindset and meet your
goals

We all have “twists” in
our lives.
What matters is how
we deal with them!

What is a growth mindset?
Psychology reveals two mindsets
Fixed mindset: Idea that Growth mindset: Idea
a person’s abilities and that a person’s abilities
skills cannot change.
and skills can change.
Students do well only because
they are smart

Students do well because
they work hard, struggle, &
persevere

Teachers can only help
students SHOW their innate
abilities and skills & failure
reveals a lack of capacity

Teachers can help students
IMPROVE abilities and skills
with hard work, practice, &
yes ‐ even failure

So, a growth mindset shows the power of “yet”!

Psychologist Carol
Dweck described
these mindsets.
Click here to watch
her TED talk.

Have you
ever failed at
something?
To reply, please use
Poll Everywhere:
•Text to 37607 and type
the text message
sarahgrison419
•OR get the app then
type in sarahgrison419
•OR go to
PollEv.com/sarahgrison419

•Then type your answer
to the poll!

What happened
when you
experienced
failure?

In a growth mindset, failure gives opportunity

Growth mindset can help in all disciplines!

Click here to see growth
mindset in math education

Click to hear about how different
cultures demonstrate fixed
versus growth mindsets in their
education systems.

Click here to see read about
growth mindset in business

Click to see how a growth mindset can mediate the
effects of being in a lower socioeconomic status.

What do you think?
Does Calvin have a fixed mindset or a
growth mindset?

For a nice review of the
mindset literature, see Muenks & Miele, 2017.

What are our goals for today?
Discover how a growth mindset
can help you meet your goals
Learn how psychology can help
you hack your mind and
improve your abilities
Discuss ways to cultivate a
growth mindset and meet your
goals

Let’s learn some
Mind Hacks to help
you grow!

Have you ever experienced these “failures”?

These failures create opportunities to grow!
When students and teachers work together this gives the
best opportunity for growth!

Let’s see how you can do this.

Improving your memory for future needs
What does psychology research show?
Prospective memory (PM): Is the ability to carry out future
intentions at a certain time or related to a specific event
PM improves the most with repeated encoding of the
information to be remembered by actively working with it
(Altgassen, Kretschmer, & Schnitzspahn, 2016)

What are your examples
of what you need to remember to do?

Improving your memory for future needs
How can you improve your memory for future needs?
 Talk with your teachers to know
what you must remembered
 Read syllabi/schedules & take
“quizzes” on them (click to see!)
 Calculate how much time you
need to study each week (click
to see!)
 Create a portable calendar as
part of weekly homework (click
to see!)
 Use push notifications in LMS
 Set cell phone reminders

Improving your reading skills
What does psychology research show?
3R technique: Is a an approach to reading where you Read –
Recite – Review the material
Working actively with information as you read it helps you
focus on it and learn about it
Making it “Meta 3R” in the Recite phase by asking and
answering questions about text material is even better!
(Nguyen & McDaniel, 2014)
Are you supposed to be reading material for your classes?
Are you REALLY reading it well enough to learn it?

Improving your reading skills
How can you improve your reading skills?
 Do NOT:
•
•

Reread!
Highlight!

 Do take notes on the text in your

own words and explain concepts
•

Be “Meta”!

 Do answer questions about the

text as part of homework
•
•

Questions may be embedded in text
(click to see!)
If not, make section headers into
questions

Click here for a popular news article that digests the research well.

Improving your learning in class
What does psychology research show?
Elaborative interrogation (EI): Is explaining the “how” or
“why” related to a concept you are learning
Self‐Explanation (SE): Is relating a new concept to the “real
world”, to yourself, or to information you already know
So, actively processing information while in class by using EI
and SE leads to better learning (Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh,
Nathan, & Willingham, 2013)
Are you always actively engaging when you are in class?

Improving your learning in class
How can you improve learning in your classes?
 First – you have to get to class!
 Be active in class by taking notes
that explain how/why of concepts,
giving examples, etc.
•
•

Cornell method (Click to see!)
Guided notes method (Click to see!)

 Write down questions for your
teacher to ask them in class or later
 Answer questions asked in class
•

In your mind, to a classmate,
or with a free technology
like plickers (Click to see!)

Improving your ability to do well on tests
What does psychology research show?
Distributed practice: Actively working with material over time
improves learning (Cepeda, Pashler, Vul, Wixted, & Rohrer,
2006)
Repeated Practice: Repeated testing with material, even low
stakes testing, improves learning (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006)
Test anxiety: Feeling a sense of threat about a test that leads
to physical symptoms of anxiety, which can be reduced by
writing about testing worries (Ramirez & Beilock, 2011)
Lots of students “cram” and many also get test anxiety.
Do you?

Improving your ability to do well on tests
How can you improve your ability to do well on tests?
 Chunk studying over days
and put it in your schedule!
 Take advantage of all
chances to self‐quiz, or
repeatedly “test” yourself
 Use online homework tools
– but only if they are
evidence‐based! (See one!)
 To reduce test anxiety, get
there 15 minutes early and
write about your worries

What do you think?
What do all of these Mind Hacks have in common?

They are all ACTIVE! They require you to DO something.
If you can think about what’s for dinner while studying,
then you are doing it wrong!

Which
Mind Hacks
will you try?
To reply, please use
Poll Everywhere:
•Text to 37607 and type
the text message
sarahgrison419
•OR get the app then
type in sarahgrison419
•OR go to
PollEv.com/sarahgrison419

•Then type your answer
to the poll!

What classes might you try
these active learning
techniques in?

What are our goals for today?
Discover how a growth mindset
can help you meet your goals
Learn how psychology can help
you hack your mind and
improve your abilities
Discuss ways to cultivate a
growth mindset and meet your
goals

A growth mindset is
about actively making
changes to do things
differently!

Practice three changes every week!
1. Practice changing your thoughts
 Use this growth mindset
survey to understand your
mindset
 Increase your growth mindset
by using growth thoughts and
words
 Always correct thoughts that
indicate a fixed mindset – in
yourself and in others!
 NOTHING is the end of the
world – do not “catastrophize”

Practice three changes every week!
2. Practice changing your feelings & attitudes
 Use this skills survey to learn
your weaknesses
 Don’t feel threatened by your
weaknesses or challenges
 Embrace that you CAN change
with time and effort
 Try to feel like any “failures”
are opportunities
 Any “twist” can be dealt with!

Practice three changes every week!
3. Practice changing your actions
 Make a schedule of homework
and due dates and update it
weekly
 Reflect weekly on what you were
more or less successful at and
decide what changes to make
 Meet with your teachers regularly
to talk about your challenges and
improvements

Follow the eight steps to succeed in college
Follow these tips to grow & meet your goals!
 Step 1: Have a growth mindset!
 Step 2: Get to know your teachers & their expectations
 Step 3: Know syllabi & keep an updated calendar of the schedule
 Step 4: Break reading into parts & read ACTIVELY
 Step 5: Repeatedly practice with the concepts with online
homework, self‐quizzes, repeated quiz and test attempts
 Step 6: Go to class, take notes ACTIVELY, & participate.
 Step 7: Space your studying for tests & reduce test anxiety
 Step 8: Meet with your teachers regularly to discuss challenges
& improvements

Take home message…

In 1 word,
how was our
workshop?
To reply, please use
Poll Everywhere:
•Text to 37607 and type
the text message
sarahgrison419
•OR get the app then
type in sarahgrison419
•OR go to
PollEv.com/sarahgrison419

•Then type your answer
to the poll!

Thank you for coming and
participating.

I hope you have fun using a growth
mindset to meet your goals!

Thank you for the chance to work with you!

Please contact me with
any thoughts or questions:
sgrison@parkland.edu

